ECP Utility Products Conforms to Buy America Requirements Section 635.410

Earth Contact Products (ECP) is a leading Made in USA manufacturer of helical guying and poleline
hardware products for the electric utility industry. Our goal is to provide customers with the highest quality
products in a timely manner at reasonable prices. From our family of foundation underpinning products to
our RUS accepted helical guy anchors and poleline hardware products, you can count on ECP to provide
products that are Designed and Engineered to Perform.
The move to re-shore production (also known as home-shoring, on-shoring, back-shoring and repatriating)
has grown increasingly popular in the U.S. over the last few years in the face of a struggling US economy
coupled with higher transportation and fuel costs. This combined with very high part reject rates in off
shore and developing countries have increased the demand for US fabricated and manufactured parts. In an
attempt to truly understand the costs of off shoring and local sourcing, the Re-shoring Initiative by ECP has
proven the advantages of producing and marketing Made in USA.
ECP Utility has become the reliable source of helical ground anchors and accessories that are made in the
USA. With load requirements and soil information our Engineering Department and trained support staff is
available to help with your project from conception to completion. Civil and Structural Engineers along
with project management staffers are welcome to take advantage of our preliminary design and support that
provide analysis and calculations to support our helical system recommendations.

We maintain a vast inventory of products to serve our customer needs. Strategic distributors also maintain
inventories to support customers across the country. When time is of the essence, you can count on ECP
Utility and our partners to provide you with high quality products in very short time periods.
With more than a 40 year track record, helical ground anchors have revolutionized the utility transmission
and distribution industry by providing a quick, cost competitive and verifiable solution to utility
professionals throughout the world. ECP Utility helical anchors provide a verifiable foundation element for
tension and compressive applications for telecom towers, utility poles, transmission and distribution lines,
pipelines, solar panel foundations, wind tower and street light foundations. Don't wait, call the steel utility
foundation experts today.
Benefits of ECP Utility Ground Anchors:
•RUS Approved
•Speed of Installation
•Economically Competitive
•All Weather Installation
•Easy to Install in Limited Access Areas
•Loads Can be Applied Immediately
•No Concrete Issues

ECP foundations, anchors and poleline hardware is designed and engineered to meet ASTM, RUS and
IEEE specifications. Whether you need guy anchors for new pole applications or repairing existing lines
and support structures, your solution is just a phone call away. From across the country, engineers and
utility contractors rely on our made in the USA helical foundation products to solve their foundation
stabilization needs.
Your foundation solution
•ECP Light Pole Foundations (compression and tension)
•ECP Helical Torque Anchor (helical pier, screw anchor, tieback )
•ECP No-Wrench Anchor (screw anchor, earth anchor, tension)
•ECP Plate Anchor (dead man anchor, cross plate anchor)
•ECP Utility Guy Anchors (tension)
•ECP Pipeline Anchors (compression and tension)
•ECP Tower Anchors (compression and tension)
•ECP Solar Panel Foundations
•ECP Wind Tower Anchors and Foundations

Engineered for:
•Guy Wires
•Platform Supports
•Transmission Towers
•Parking / Street Lighting
•Pipelines
•Wind Turbines
•Monopoles
•Foundation Support
•Solar Panels
•Telecom Towers

